Forums

Description
Forums are online discussions organized by topic (or thread). Tiki forums feature threaded or flat views, file attachments, moderation and queuing, monitoring (subscription) of particular forums or topics, and full usage of wiki syntax.

Dev (Bug reports & Feature requests)

Description en français

Descripción en español

Descripció en català

Popular alternatives
phpBB,vbulletin,FUDforum

Type of feature

Section

Setup and admin UI
B

UI end user
C

Stability
B

Feature-set and power
C

Number of permissions
8

Permissions
tiki_p_admin_forum
tiki_p_forum_post
tiki_p_forum_post_topic
tiki_p_forum_read
tiki_p_forum_vote
tiki_p_forums_report
tiki_p_forum_attach
tiki_p_forum_autoapp
Can override global permissions? yes
Uses wiki syntax yes
Multilingual not needed
History of changes N/A
Watch item yes (global and individual)
RSS feeds yes global and individual
Import/export N/A
Attach files yes
Comments of course!
Ratings
Modules
forums_best_voted_topics
forums_last_posts
forums_last_topics
forums_most_commented_forums
forums_most_read_topics
forums_most_visited_forums
top_forum_posters
Score yes
Works with global category system yes
Category details
Theme control yes
Mobile version partial
Printable version
Modules: Since_last_visit yes
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